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QUESTION 1

An administrator just upgraded the controllers and wants to nondisruptively implement Advanced Drive Partitioning
(ADP) as part of the change. 

Which statement is correct in this scenario? 

A. ADP cannot be implemented on this system. 

B. ADP can be implemented as long as all of the on-board drives do not contain data. 

C. ONTAP does not support ADP. 

D. ADP can be implemented, but only with a complete data-wipe and initialization. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

After you replace a network adapter card in a NetApp node, what should be done before you put the node back into
production? 

A. From the cluster::> prompt, use the sldiag utility for testing before rejoining the cluster. 

B. From the LOADER> prompt, use the boot_diags command and use the sldiag utility for testing. 

C. From the LOADER> prompt, use the boot_ontap command to boot into ONTAP and use the sldiag utility for testing. 

D. From the cluster::> prompt, use the set diag command for testing before rejoining the cluster. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Click the Exhibit button. 
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You are using the SnapCenter Plug-in for Microsoft SQL Server to back up a Microsoft SQL Server. Backups and
restores are functioning. However, restores for DB2 are slower than the other databases. The storage layout is shown in
the exhibit. DB2 is significantly larger than other databases in the environment. 

Referring to the exhibit, which two actions should be performed to decrease restore times for DB2? (Choose two.) 

A. Move the DB2 data files to a dedicated LUN and volume. 

B. Enable FlexClone technology for DB2. 

C. Move the log directory to faster storage. 

D. Move the DB2 transaction logs to a dedicated LUN and volume. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 4

You are migrating volumes from an older aggregate to a new aggregate using the vol move command. You notice that,
after completion, access to these volumes is slower until a certain process finishes. Which process is causing the
problem in this scenario? 

A. deswizzling 

B. active bitmap rearrangement 

C. snap create 

D. container block reclamation 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5
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Click the Exhibit button. 

You are creating a new LIF on a new SVM named "bravo-fs2". The cluster is being used in a multitenancy environment,
and the bravo tenant has VLAN 105 assigned to it. You receive the error shown in the exhibit when you are creating the
LIF. You have verified that the IP address is correct and the existing IP addresses that are already configured are also
correct. 

Referring to the exhibit, why is this error occurring? 

A. Two NetApp LIFs cannot have the same IP address assigned. 

B. Another device on VLAN 105 already has the IP address. 

C. The network switch VLAN configuration is incorrect. 

D. Using the same IP address on two LIFs requires different IPspaces. 

Correct Answer: C 
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